The charter for the 2019 SiRF confer ence is to illuminate the everincreasing capabilities of silicon technologies in addressing today's communication challenges. Our conference has grown from an early focus on basic silicon RFcapable device technology nodes and fundamental RF building blocks to where we are today, with the evolution of highly integrated platforms for WiFi and cellular front ends, automotive radar systems, millimeterwave for fifthgeneration (5G), and WiGig and phased arrays based on RF siliconon insulator (SOI), RF complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS), and silicon germanium heterojunc tion bipolar transistor (SiGe HBT). RF silicon continues to push the boundaries, supplanting IIIV technologies at all lev els of system functionality and design.
Today, RF SOI technology domina tes mobile frontend bandswitching and antennatuning applications, millime terwave front ends, and phased array front ends for satellite terminals. It is also finding its way into highpower switching applications for receivers in massive multipleinput/multiple output systems. Technology nodes at sub100 nm are commonplace today to meet the challenging demands of 5G millimeterwave frequencies. Dr. Julio Costa (Qorvo), a pioneer in the development and application of this important technology, will give a his torical perspective and discuss future prospects for RF SOI technologies.
SiGe HBT pioneer John Cressler (Georgia Tech) will discuss the progress of SiGe HBTs in space systems. Prof. Ru onan Han (MIT Microsystems Technol ogy Laboratory) will cover chipscale molecular clocks used to create lowcost miniature clocks in CMOS. Prof. Hua Wang (Georgia Tech) will discuss milli meterwave power amplifiers in silicon to address 5G and U.S. Department of Defense applications.
Several other invited speakers will discuss advances in millimeterwave circuit design, siliconbased photon ics, and SiGe for space and automotive radar. As always, we will have speak ers presenting their work in RF and millimeterwave circuits and systems, semiconductor technologies and pro cessing, modeling and measurement techniques, and other emerging topics.
For the latest information and fur ther details on the 2019 SiRF confer ence, please visit our website at https:// radiowirelessweek.org/sirfhome. Safe travels, and see you in Orlando.
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